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NRG At A Glance

To t a l S C O P E
Over

25
generating assets
in 8 states

Approximately

6 Million
Customers

As of 12/31/2021
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NRG Facility Methodology

➢FAC-008 R1 requires each GO to have documentation for determining the Facility Ratings
of its solely and jointly owned generator Facilities), including the main step-up
transformer.
➢FAC-008-5 R2 requires each GO to have a documented methodology for determining
Facility Ratings of its solely owned and jointly owned equipment connected at the POI.

➢FAC-008-5 R6 requires each GO to have a Facility Ratings that are consistent with the GOs
established methodology and documentation.
➢FAC-008-5 R8 requires each GO to provide Facility Ratings upon request, including the
next most limiting equipment of the Facility if applicable.
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NRG Facility Methodology

➢NRG uses two primary documents to comply with the standard:
➢ EG-010 - the Electrical Engineering guidance document used to establish the methodology for the Facility
Ratings implementation, factoring all components used in the transfer of power from the generator to the TO
interconnection.
➢ OCC-FAC-008 – a guidance document used to assign roles and responsibilities to fulfill the requirements of and
demonstrate compliance to FAC-008.

➢At each nominal voltage level, the methodology identifies how to determine the maximum
continuous ampacity rating of each discrete element, using the appropriate design basis at
the typical upper limit of ambient operating temperatures. Also, it identifies and justifies
the assumptions that are used.
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NRG Facility Methodology

➢Information and data is collected from electrical drawings including one-line diagrams,
manufacturer information, ampacity tables, test reports, engineering analysis, and field
walkdown. The information is organized in an excel datasheet.
➢Each unit datasheet lists the electrical conducting elements and ratings from the
generator to the POI to identify the most limiting component and associated Facility
Rating as well as the next most limiting element. Facility Ratings are established as
follows:
➢ (R1) the main generator through the high side terminals of the main step-up transformer

➢ (R2) for Facilities connected from the main step-up transformer high side terminals to the point of
interconnection

➢The datasheet was developed in a tabular format for ease of comparison and identification
of the most limiting component.
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NRG Facility Ratings Template

➢NRG Facility Rating Template is shown here. It is
built to represent the information of the cohort of
equipment.
➢The Main Generator and GSU have their own
columns to tabulate their parameters.
➢All equipment has a column to show its
Description, Rating Method, Information Source,
and Current Ampacity value.
➢The template also have optional fields to consider
GSU looses and Auxiliary power load (house load).
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NRG Facility Ratings Template
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Internal Controls: Change Management

➢For managing changes and NERC Compliance related impact, NRG uses a checklist
that is grouped by types of changes. These types of changes include the following.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Protection System and Remedial Action Scheme changes
Generator Control changes (Exciter, AVR, or PSS)
Turbine Control changes (DCS, Governor, etc.)
Major Equipment alterations or replacements (Turbine, Generator, GSU)
Electrical Equipment replacements or modifications (Conductors, IPB, Tap Settings, etc.)

➢Each group has an associated list of impacted NERC Reliability Standards. This list
specifically pinpoints the requirements to be addressed.
➢Those responsible for the change are required to use this checklist and identify the
impact; the Plant Manager is accountable to ensure execution of Change
Management process.
➢The completed checklist and the Change Management plan is reviewed by a cross
functional team including Engineering and Technical Services, Regulatory
Compliance, and Operation Support.
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Internal Controls: Change Management
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Internal Controls: Change Management
➢To structure the action plans associated with the different types of NERC
impacts, NRG uses individual workbooks specific to each NERC Reliability
Standard, identifying the actions needed for compliance. The workbook
summarizes the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Applicability Checklist
Types of changes that can impact a given standard.
Change Date
Description and details of change
Action plan steps to address change

➢ The workbook includes a checklist to be used by the project manager to
track the action plan. This checklist includes:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
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Assigned personnel
Each action plan
Milestone dates for each step
Reviewer information for each step
Signoff information for each step
Comments for clarification
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Internal Controls: Change Management
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Internal Controls: Periodic Review

➢Annually, personnel at each plant review the
facility ratings to verify existing ratings or
identify changes that would impact the
Facility Rating. The review includes design
change reviews maintenance impacts, or
walkdown verification.
➢An annual review to confirm the Facility
Ratings methodology by Engineering is
performed.
➢The tool used to perform these reviews is
called CATSWEB. It is a compliance database
that is used to assign actions, respond to the
actions, and store information used to
address the actions.
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Internal Controls: Comparison with TO Ratings

➢NRG compares the Facility Rating MVA value on the High Voltage side of the station to the
Facility Rating MVA value on the TO side of the Point of Interconnection.
➢NRG also compares the Facility Rating MVA value on the High Voltage side of the station to
the maximum continuous Generation limit reported to ERCOT through the RARF/RIOO
(historical net max winter capacity).
➢ CATSWEB assigned annual review is used to make the comparison.
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Summary

➢For a complete and ongoing Facility Ratings Program, it is important to have the following in
place:
➢ Governing procedures.
➢ Well Defined Technical Methodology.
➢ A Change Management process and tools to address change that will impact Facility Ratings.
➢ Tracking tool and process that prompt the periodic review of Facility Ratings and examination of the program.
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Questions?
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